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Belem Invincible - Avengers Earth Mightiest Heroes Episode 3..KAPALI SET taraf'nan 4.207 guerentalem4 y'l Nce Basics about Brooches are items that you can equip in costumes. You can equip brooches in: - Hat Costumes - Top Piece Costumes - Lower Part Costumes - Glove Costumes Brooches can be divided
into: - Types (Attack / Defense / Utility) - Sets (SD/BSK / FOT / ASN) - Rarities (Bit / Kilo / Mega / Giga/ Tera) To equip the brooch, find the bar with open brooches. Drag the brooch from the inventory into the open brooch slot to equip it on the suit. You have to equip the brooches in order of attack type, then type
defense and finally utility type. To untangle the brooch, you have to purchase the item at the checkout and then right click on your suit to open Brooch Management and right click on the equipped brooch. You can also get this item from leveling rewards, attendance or in-game events. Costumes can have up to 3 brooch
slots. All Item Mall costumes have 3 slots. Costumes created in the game tend to have smaller brooch slots, or some of the brooch slots are locked. You can buy merchandise at Item Mall to unlock these locked brooch slots. By aligning your character, don't worry about brooches or costumes. You won't need to use
brooches until you reach cover level. When you're limited, try to look at the market for cheap costumes with 3 brooch slots, or just buy costumes from Item Mall. First try to buy cheap Mega brooches just to get some set bonuses and then slowly work your way up to getting Giga or Tera brooches with good stats. Brooch
Brooch Types come in 3 types: - Type of attack - Type of defense - Utility Type Each suit can only equip one type of attack, one type of defense and one utility type brooch. You can't, for example, equip two attack-type brooches on one suit. You also have to equip the brooches in a certain order: Attack type in the first
slot, defense type in the second slot, Utility Type in the third slot. You can't equip a brooch-type defense unless you've equipped a brooch-type attack in the first place, and you can't equip a Utility Type brooch unless you've equipped a brooch-type defense in the first place. Each type of brooch contains 15 brooches with
different statistics (except FOT brooches, which have only 10 brooches with different statistics for each type). I'll be listing brooches with useful stats later in the guide. Brooch sets Come in 4 sets: - Standard (SD) - Berserker (BSK) - Fortress (FOT) - Killer (ASN) At the beginning of the game, you will be able to get only
standard (SD) brooches. Later, the rest of the kits will be available. Assassin is scheduled to be released in 2018 on the KR server. The brooches from each set have different stats and different set effects. More information about this in a later part of the guide. The Brooch Rarity Brooches come in 5 rarities: - Bit (green) -
Kilo (blue) - Mega (yellow) - Giga (red) - Tera (purple) Bit and Kilo brooches can be obtained from the main brooch cubes obtained at alignment or purchased from S-Coin NPCs. Mega, Giga and Tera brooches can only be obtained from the box office. You can get some of these premium Brooch Cubes from in-game
login awards or events. The brooches of higher rarity have better statistics. The chance of getting the highest rarity of a brooch is very low. Equipment 3 brooches from the same set and the same rarity on a piece of costume will give you a brooch set bonus. The bonus set depends on: - Costume piece
(hat/top/bottom/gloves/shoes) - Brooch set (SD/BSK/FOT/ASN) - Rarity (Bit/Kilo/Mega/Giga/Tera) Recommended Standard (SD) Brooches there are 15 different SD brooches for each type. I'll only mention the ones that are good. SD attack brooches: - Melter - increases penetration (up to 5%) - Burrow - increases
damage on bosses (up to 2%) Defense Type SD brooches: - Nautilus - increases the reduction of damage from bosses (up to 5%) - Barrier - increases damage reduction (up to 2%) - Injuries - increases critical resistance (up to 5%) Utility Type SD brooches: - Swift - increases the speed of movement in combat (up to
5%) - Adamant - gives Super Armor (up to 6 seconds) with a 20% chance of hitting enemies - Enlightenment - decreases Cooldown (up to -10%) With a probability of 2% when using the skill Recommended Berserker (BSK) Brooches there are 15 different BSK brooches for each type. I'll only mention the ones that are
good. BSK attack type brooches: - Melter - increases penetration (up to 5%) Defense Type BSK brooches: - Nautilus - increases the reduction of damage from bosses (up to 5%) - Bluff - increases critical damage (up to 400 pounds) within 5 seconds with a 30% chance of hitting enemies - Furious Fury - increases
attacks (up to 180 pounds) within 5 seconds with a 30% chance of hitting Enemies Utility Type Brooche BSK: - Swift - increases the speed of movement in combat (up to 5%) - Adamant - gives Super Armor (up to 6 seconds) with a probability of 20% when hitting enemies - Frantic - increases the attack (up to -350) within
5 seconds of killing the enemy - Feel - reduces the defense of the next enemy you hit (up to -16%) After killing the enemy - Gravity - increases the critical damage (up to 1000 pounds) in 5 seconds with a probability of 3% when using the skill - Fever - increases the attack (up to 450 pounds 5 seconds with a 3% chance
of using a skill skill Fortress (FOT) Brooches there are 10 different FOT brooches for each type. I'll only mention the ones that are good. FOT attack brooches: - Bunker Buster - increases penetration (up to 5%) and reduces evasion by -45 - Barista - increases penetration (up to -5%) and reduces accuracy by -45 -
Dominator - increases critical speed (up to -5%) and reduces evasion on -38 defense Type FOT brooches: - Unjustice - increases critical resistance (up to 9%) within 10 seconds, when HP under 50% Utility Type FOT brooches: - Recon - increases attacks (up to 80 pounds) within 5 seconds with a 10% chance of hitting
enemies - Snap - restores SG (up to 15%) With a 10% chance when using the skill - Tactics - increases the attack (up to 120 pounds) within 5 seconds of killing the enemy How brooche styling works You may wonder what would happen if you had the same brooch fitted on several pieces of your suit? Will their effects
stack up or not? The answer is if you are dealing with brooches that rely on probability (such as brooches that are activated with a 20% chance when you are hit by enemies) or brooches that don't rely on probability (such as a brooch that always gives you an increase in stat). 1. Brooches that don't rely on probability -
their effects stack with each other. A few examples: - Having 3 Tera Melter brooches equipped (by 5% Penetration each) will give you a total of 15% Penetration - Having 3 Tera Frantic brooches equipped (350 Attack each for 5s after killing the enemy) will give you a total of 1,050 pounds Attack on 5s after killing the
enemy (duration effects don't stack) 2. The brooches that rely on probability - each of these brooch will act independently of each other. Their activation chances or effects will not stack. A few examples: - You have 2 Tera Adamant brooches equipped (Super Armor for 6 seconds with a 20% chance of hitting enemies).
Every time you get hit, there's a 36% chance that you'll get a Super Armor within 6 seconds and a 64% chance that you won't get any positive effect. You can calculate: (a) the chance of not getting a single buff - 80% (the chance that the 1st brooch is not activated) x 80% (chance that the 2nd brooch is not activated) -
64% b) the probability that at least one brooch is activated by 100% - 64% and 36%. In this example, it doesn't matter if only 1 brooch activates or both brooches activate, as Super Armor activated twice still leads to Super Armor. - You have 2 Tera Bluff brooches equipped (400 critical damages in 5 seconds with a 30%
chance when hit by enemies). Every time you get hit, there's a 9% chance that you'll get 800 critical damages in 5 seconds, a 42% chance that you'll get 400 critical damages within 5 and a 49% chance that you won't get any positive effects. You can calculate: (a) the probability that both brooches are activated by 30%
(chance that activated 1st brooch) x 30% (chance that activated 2nd brooch) brooch) 9% b) the probability that only one brooch is activated by 70% (chance that the 1st brooch is not activated) x 30% (chance that activated 2nd brooch) x 2 (reverse scenario) - 42% c) chance not to get any buff - 100% - 9% - 42% and
49% Broch Can synthesize your brooches, to get a new brooch. There are 2 different elements used to synthesize brooch. The first element can synthesize Bit and Kilo brooches and can be obtained from S-Coin NPCs in all cities, daily attendance, award alignment, and events. The second element can synthesize
Mega, Giga and Tera brooches and can be obtained from Item Mall, daily attendance and events. To synthesize brooches, press the right mouse button and use the element needed to synthesize. This will open a new window. Drag 5 brooches out of the inventory to the new window and then press the confirmation
button. You'll get one brooch at random. Most of the time the new brooch will be as rare as the brooches you used for sacrifice. There is a small chance that you will get a brooch of one higher rarity than the brooches that you used as a victim. A few items about the brooch Synthesis 1. The synthesis brooch will be the
same set (SD/BSK/FOT/ASN) as the brooches you used for sacrifice. It is recommended that you use 5 brooches of sacrifices of the same set. I haven't tested what would happen if you used brooches from different sets in synthesis. You'll probably get one of the sets at random, or get a set that had the most brooches.
2. The brooch from the synthesis will be one of the type (Attack /Defense / Utility) as brooches you used for sacrifice. If you want to get a particular type, you should use five brooches of this type in synthesis. If you use several types of brooches in synthesis, you will either get one of the types at random, or get the type
that had the most brooches. 3. Even if you synthesize, for example, 5 Giga Melter brooches, the brooch you get will still be a random attack-type brooch. There is no way to force synthesis to give you a specific brooch of the type you want. 4. It is recommended to use 5 brooches of the same rarity
(Bit/Kilo/Mega/Giga/Tera) in the synthesis. If you use, for example, 4 Mega and 1 Giga, you will most likely get a Mega brooch all the time. 5. Chances of getting a Giga brooch from synthesis of 5 mega brooches are low. The chances of getting a Tera brooch from synthesis of 5 giga brooches are very low. Brooch Set
Bonuses To get a brooch bonus set, you have to equip 3 brooches of the same rarity and the same set on a piece of costume. For example, equip 3 Giga Berserker brooches on a shoe suit to get a critical damage bonus of 1,350 pounds. You can see your bonus set by clicking u in the game and then navigating the
costume tab and placing the mouse cursor on a piece of text at the bottom right of the window. Mega Giga Tera SD attack attack Attack Damage 3% Attack 4% Slope from Attack Damage 4%Infiltration 1% Attack 5% Dodging Attack Damage 5%Infiltration 2% BSK Attack 5% Attack 8% Attack 11% FoT Critical
Resistance 6% Critical Resistance Top Mega Giga Tera SD Defense 15%hp. 12% Defense 20% L.S. 16% Defense 25%L.S. 20% BSK Critical Rate 3% Critical Rate 4% Critical Rate 5% FOT HP 6% L.S. 8% Defense 50 hp Lower Mega Giga Tera SD Dodging No 30Crytic Resistance No 3% Dodging 40Critical
Resistance 4% Damage Reduction 4% Dodging From 50Critical Resistance 5% Damage Reduction No 5% BSK SA Break No 8% SA Break 12% SA Break 50 Gloves Mega Giga Tera SD SD Stamina No11 Speed Attack 3% Stamina 14 Speed Attack 14 Attack Speed 14 Attack Speed 14 Attack Speed 1 4%Speed 3%
Stamina 17 Attack Speed 5%Speed 4% BSK Attack Speed 3%Attack Speed 3% Attack Speed Speed 6% FOT Defense No 100 Defense No 250HP 3% Defense 500HP 5% Shoes Mega Giga Tera SD Precision 30Critical damage 800 Precision 40Critical damage 900Critical speed 1% Precision 50Critical damage
1000Critical rate 2% BSK Critical damage 1000 critical damage 1350 critical damage 1700 FOT HP 2500 hp 5000 hp. soul worker brooch fuser. soul worker brooch set effects. soul worker brooch puncher. soul worker brooch fusion. soul worker brooch aura. soul worker brooch farming. fuse brooches soulworker. soul
worker inferior brooch fuser
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